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not all ideas are bad while they can sound dumb they can still end up
being beneficial on the long run and people have been sharing them on
twitter in a now viral thread what we know for sure is that in the
world of life hacks even the weirdest ideas can still have merit all
it takes is a bit of creativity and the willingness to stick a broken
key into a potato to make a new grip genius and madness are often two
sides of the same coin after all 1 the car plunger i bet my husband i
could fix the dent in the car with a plunger it worked and i won our
bet dinkwithpets 2 the carpet cleaning real estate told me i had to
have the what we have here is a list a crackpot ideas that nobody
could ever take seriously or could they some are undoubtedly just
stupid and funny others are actually rather insightful there is even
the odd nugget of genius where you think hey that could actually work
are these ideas stupid or genius grab some snacks activate that light
bulb above your head and vote up your favorites who knows one of these
ideas could spark another genius idea in your brain that turns you
into a millionaire 1 talking movies the first motion pictures were
solely visual affairs and for several decades theatergoers got used to
watching flicks without sound this all changed in 1927 with the
imagine if you will a world in which the stupidest ideas actually
worked a world in which your boss decides to put stickers all over
your computer screen to motivate you to work harder or in which you
spray yourself with perfume every time you have to speak in public but
there s a fine line between simple and stupid in fact some ideas are
so dumb they re actually brilliant let s check out 20 of these dumb
ideas that somehow actually work it isn t about dumb people being dumb
this show is about smart people being dumb which is far more dangerous
we ve barely scratched the surface of humanity s capacity for error so
more episodes are on the way we also cover dumb ideas that weren t so
dumb after all dumb idea imagine if you were in a hospital and you
were going from the 8th floor down to ground floor and you hear the
elevator beep once twice three times when you arrive at the ground
floor the elevator beep continues like when a heartbeat monitor
flatlines saints preserve us search watch and cook every single tasty
recipe and video ever all in one place ryland mallett discusses
debatable topics it s human nature to argue which caveman should get
credit for inventing fire which greek wins the flat earth debate and
which science fiction show holds superiority star wars or star trek
ultimately all of the great debates came to a resolution 217 other
terms for dumb idea words and phrases with similar meaning lists
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synonyms antonyms definitions sentences thesaurus words phrases parts
of speech nouns suggest new stupid idea n silly idea n bad idea n
crazy idea n horrible idea n terrible idea n wrong idea n foolish idea
n worst idea n idiotic idea n the phrase there are no bad ideas
generally means if you have an idea don t be afraid to say it it might
be a dumb idea but that s okay the process will take care of it great
minds discuss ideas average minds discuss events small minds discuss
people eleanor roosevelt in conclusion henry thomas buckle was the
originator of the three part maxim published in 1901 he was building
on earlier guidelines about desirable forms of conversation 2 this
person who forgot that not only is may military appreciation month but
that there are four military related appreciation months and numerous
holidays 3 this person who claimed there is n bad choice another way
to say stupid idea synonyms for stupid idea other words and phrases
for stupid idea there are plenty of funny debate topics like is water
wet that you might not be familiar with however the key is knowing
when and where to engage in these debates for productive purposes n
another way to say stupid ideas synonyms for stupid ideas other words
and phrases for stupid ideas the true blue romantic getting it spot on
madhuri banerjee photo sampath kumar g p madhuri banerjee s losing my
virginity and other dumb ideas is about finding the one true love
yourself a title like losing my virginity and other dumb ideas might
lead one to certain conclusions
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30 people post their dumbest ideas that might
just might make
May 18 2024

not all ideas are bad while they can sound dumb they can still end up
being beneficial on the long run and people have been sharing them on
twitter in a now viral thread

50 of the dumbest life hacks these people
discovered that
Apr 17 2024

what we know for sure is that in the world of life hacks even the
weirdest ideas can still have merit all it takes is a bit of
creativity and the willingness to stick a broken key into a potato to
make a new grip genius and madness are often two sides of the same
coin after all

12 dumb ideas that actually worked perfectly
for people
Mar 16 2024

1 the car plunger i bet my husband i could fix the dent in the car
with a plunger it worked and i won our bet dinkwithpets 2 the carpet
cleaning real estate told me i had to have the

241 times people had genius ideas that are so
crazy they
Feb 15 2024

what we have here is a list a crackpot ideas that nobody could ever
take seriously or could they some are undoubtedly just stupid and
funny others are actually rather insightful there is even the odd
nugget of genius where you think hey that could actually work

24 ideas that are either really stupid or
totally genius ranker
Jan 14 2024
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are these ideas stupid or genius grab some snacks activate that light
bulb above your head and vote up your favorites who knows one of these
ideas could spark another genius idea in your brain that turns you
into a millionaire

10 dumb ideas that were actually brilliant
pcmag
Dec 13 2023

1 talking movies the first motion pictures were solely visual affairs
and for several decades theatergoers got used to watching flicks
without sound this all changed in 1927 with the

22 dumb ideas that actually worked cracked com
Nov 12 2023

imagine if you will a world in which the stupidest ideas actually
worked a world in which your boss decides to put stickers all over
your computer screen to motivate you to work harder or in which you
spray yourself with perfume every time you have to speak in public

dumb ideas solutions that actually work be
amazed
Oct 11 2023

but there s a fine line between simple and stupid in fact some ideas
are so dumb they re actually brilliant let s check out 20 of these
dumb ideas that somehow actually work

why should we care about dumb ideas kenw org
Sep 10 2023

it isn t about dumb people being dumb this show is about smart people
being dumb which is far more dangerous we ve barely scratched the
surface of humanity s capacity for error so more episodes are on the
way we also cover dumb ideas that weren t so dumb after all

dumb ideas reddit
Aug 09 2023
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dumb idea imagine if you were in a hospital and you were going from
the 8th floor down to ground floor and you hear the elevator beep once
twice three times when you arrive at the ground floor the elevator
beep continues like when a heartbeat monitor flatlines

19 people who posted things so dumb they
honestly need to
Jul 08 2023

saints preserve us search watch and cook every single tasty recipe and
video ever all in one place

10 instantly debatable topics for your
conversations
Jun 07 2023

ryland mallett discusses debatable topics it s human nature to argue
which caveman should get credit for inventing fire which greek wins
the flat earth debate and which science fiction show holds superiority
star wars or star trek ultimately all of the great debates came to a
resolution

dumb idea synonyms 217 words and phrases for
dumb idea
May 06 2023

217 other terms for dumb idea words and phrases with similar meaning
lists synonyms antonyms definitions sentences thesaurus words phrases
parts of speech nouns suggest new stupid idea n silly idea n bad idea
n crazy idea n horrible idea n terrible idea n wrong idea n foolish
idea n worst idea n idiotic idea n

lies you should believe there are no dumb ideas
simple talk
Apr 05 2023

the phrase there are no bad ideas generally means if you have an idea
don t be afraid to say it it might be a dumb idea but that s okay the
process will take care of it
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great minds discuss ideas average minds discuss
events
Mar 04 2023

great minds discuss ideas average minds discuss events small minds
discuss people eleanor roosevelt in conclusion henry thomas buckle was
the originator of the three part maxim published in 1901 he was
building on earlier guidelines about desirable forms of conversation

29 ridiculously dumb things people posted on
the msn
Feb 03 2023

2 this person who forgot that not only is may military appreciation
month but that there are four military related appreciation months and
numerous holidays 3 this person who claimed there is

stupid idea synonyms 315 words and phrases for
stupid idea
Jan 02 2023

n bad choice another way to say stupid idea synonyms for stupid idea
other words and phrases for stupid idea

30 funny debate topics like is water wet
insider monkey
Dec 01 2022

there are plenty of funny debate topics like is water wet that you
might not be familiar with however the key is knowing when and where
to engage in these debates for productive purposes

stupid ideas synonyms 55 words and phrases for
stupid ideas
Oct 31 2022

n another way to say stupid ideas synonyms for stupid ideas other
words and phrases for stupid ideas
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the hindu losing my virginity and other dumb
ideas is more
Sep 29 2022

the true blue romantic getting it spot on madhuri banerjee photo
sampath kumar g p madhuri banerjee s losing my virginity and other
dumb ideas is about finding the one true love yourself a title like
losing my virginity and other dumb ideas might lead one to certain
conclusions
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